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I need to buy this book again I use to possess this book and We loved it.Someone lost it and I'd love to buy it again, but I
need to know if any seller would send it to Lima, Peru.. Educational book. But until after that this is the holy grail of
staying safe in the art world with your materials. Recommend this book - and an excellent wonderful man to . Ought to
be in the device chest of each art pupil...mandatory. (my mother was in medicine I studied her books but went
completely holistic since a age, and was to obtain my Masters in health care OT, when I totally collapsed due to
chemical injury (MSC) chemical sensitivity will not mean one is certainly "sensitive" but the numerous mechanisms of
human being physiology such as enzyme pathways are broken to where "a little exposure causes greater harm")..Thanks
Very comprehensive They SHOULD be coming out with another updated and revised addition soon, I hope? Met my
expectations. Five Stars Very informative !! Heads up your mandtory suppy list for that BFA!Please i want to know if you
read this. Met my objectives. Learn to browse a MSDS (material safety data sheet) (perfumes mainly made out of left
petro sludge).... Informative book.Long tale short, following a building fire, years of unlawful building without safety
standards when highly toxic chemicals were used, along with exposures in poorly outfitted arts (aged printing the worst)
We ended up nearly lifeless. I remembered this content and friend who was simply looking after me contacted
him.Recommend this book - and a fantastic wonderful man to have assisted me such a long time back! Grace Ziem and
his want that I recover - no charge.These chemical substances btw are in many of your common personal/home products
- remember the pharmaceuticals often produce highly toxic products. I had browse of Michael McCann long ago within
an arts newsletter and remembered a (column to the proper) content on "cough variant asthma" (due to chemical
substances).. He sent me an enormous packet of information, contact with chemical injury MD Dr. Five Stars As listed
Five Stars great
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